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Abstract

collaborative plays in small groups can have benefits on learning and development, especially in primary education [10, 11].
In order to develop a social robot that interacts with groups
of children, we need to gain a better understanding of the situated nonverbal cues expressed by these children, and automatically process and understand these cues. Although some
previous studies have explored conversational analysis of collaboration or social interaction among children [12, 13, 14, 15],
patterns of vocal interaction in a small group of children involving collaborative tasks remain unexplored. The lack of research
in this area might be due to the fact that performing research on
children raises many challenges and consequently, there are not
many corpora available for the research.
Vocal turn-taking is a highly comprehensive phenomenon
which incorporates various nonverbal cues: e.g. speech, silences, overlaps, and interruptions, and it is known to be associated with a context of conversation: e.g. competition,
collaboration, and cognitive load [16, 17, 18]. Particularly,
turn-taking patterns of children are known to be different from
those of adults [19]. Moreover, turn-taking patterns in (non)collaboration among children remain unveiled.
In this paper, we present our multimodal corpus of small
groups of children interactions. Also, we present an exploratory
study into vocal nonverbal interactions among 3 children who
are performing collaborative tasks together. Following an inductive approach as commonly applied by social scientists in
observational studies, we identified distinctive behaviors: collaboration and conflict in groups of children working together
on a 3D puzzle. We analyzed how turn-taking-related nonverbal features relate to these distinctive behaviors in collaborative
tasks. Specifically, we aimed to address the following questions: ‘What are the most dominant turn-taking patterns in children’s speech in small group interaction?’, ‘How are these turntaking patterns correlated with collaborative and conflict behaviors?’, and ‘What turn-taking features are distinctive between
collaborative and conflict behaviors?’
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe more details of previous work related to nonverbal analysis of children speech. In section 3, we present how we collected an audiovisual corpus from children using the 3D puzzle
task. In section 4, results of turn-taking feature analysis are presented. Lastly, we summarize and discuss our findings.

Since children (5-9 years old) are still developing their emotional and social skills, their social interactional behaviors in
small groups might differ from adults’ interactional behaviors.
In order to develop a robot that is able to support children performing collaborative tasks in small groups, it is necessary to
gain a better understanding of how children interact with each
other. We were interested in investigating vocal turn-taking patterns as we expect these to reveal relations to collaborative and
conflict behaviors, especially with children behaviors as previous literature suggests. To that end, we collected an audiovisual
corpus of children performing collaborative tasks together in
groups of three. Through automatic turn-taking analyses, our
results showed that speaker changes with overlaps are more
common than without overlaps and children seemed to show
smoother turn-taking patterns, i.e., less frequent and longer lasting speaker changes, during collaborative than conflict behaviors.
Index Terms: nonverbal behaviors, children speech, social signal processing

1. Introduction
As robots are becoming increasingly intelligent, it becomes feasible to design social robots that can get along with children and
facilitate social interactions among children in social situations
[1]. In order to create socially normative interactions between
children and the robot, and to provide support to the children,
the robot should be able to interpret social states among the children. Moreover, since children develop social behaviors in a
small group [2], it is necessary to understand how they behave
and interact in different social contexts in a small group.
Although there has been some research on the (automatic)
analysis of small group interactions, which discussed fundamental topics such as social roles, engagement, dominance, and
affective states, most of these studies targeted adults [3, 4, 5, 6].
These studies revealed the significance of nonverbal behavioral
cues, e.g. gaze, turn-takings, body postures, head gestures
among others, in communication. Consequently, much of the
research in automatic human behavior understanding in multiparty interactions has used these cues to detect social states.
However, it is unlikely that these previous findings obtained
from groups of adults transfer to groups of children who have
not fully developed their social and communication skills yet.
More significantly, children do not have the same social context as adults have. Particularly, educational and psychology
research have found that social interaction, collaboration and
play are important features in the child’s development [7, 8, 9]:
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2. Related Work
Vocal nonverbal behaviors include all spoken cues conveying
not only explicit messages but also underlying messages [5].
So far, voice activity, voice quality, (para) linguistic vocalisations, silences, interruptions and turn-taking features have been
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investigated as major cues related to certain types of social interaction or context [20, 18, 21, 5, 22].
There have been several studies targeting children’s vocal
interactions in social contexts, focusing on affective states and
engagement [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. In [26, 27], low level acoustic features and high level nonverbal features (e.g. overlaps and
voice activity) were used to classify engagement levels. Moreover, affect bursts, speech duration, reaction time, and intensity were investigated as social markers [25]. However, in these
studies, children interacted either digital pets or psychologists.
Furthermore, some studies focused on more acoustic features
rather than nonverbal features.
Only few studies investigated social behaviors in child-tochild nonverbal interactions in a small group, see for example [28, 15]. In [15], they built individual and group engagement models to classify disengagement levels using nonverbal
features (e.g. smiling, leaning, and backchanneling). However,
the use of vocal nonverbal features was limited to hand-coded
speech activity and backchannels.
For children at early ages, vocal turn-taking is a significant
social skill to learn among others and they often show speaker
changes with overlaps and interruptions [19, 29] while ‘no-gapno-overlap’ is socially normative for adults [30, 17]. In contrast
to previous works, we focus on an automatic analysis of turntaking patterns of children in a context of (non-)collaborative
behaviors. Given previous literature, we believe that these behaviors are also visible in the way children interact with each
other, in particular in the way children exchange speaking turns.

Category
C

i-behavior
giving blocks

F

grasping
blocks from
others
giving blocks

N

r-behavior
receiving
blocks
stopping others

n
86

µ
2.62

1.72

48

2.14

2.23

observing
others

446

5.34

4.56

Table 1: Summary of interactional behaviors (i(r)-behavior:
initiator(responder)’s behavior, n: number of segments, µ:
mean duration (sec), : standard deviation of duration)
to interpret interactional behaviors directly. Instead, we defined
21 so-called low-level behaviors, which are mostly related to
task-engagement (e.g. giving blocks and receiving blocks), and
asked the annotators to code the start and end times of these behaviors. We believe that emergence of collaboration is observable when we have clear clues of how children perform tasks
and interact with each other [34].
Next, we defined roles of children as the initiator who triggers social interactions first and the responder who responds.
We looked at the interaction between the intention of the initiator to collaborate and the response of the responder. If the responder accepts the intention (e.g. giving blocks) and responds
to it by a certain form of responding behaviors (e.g. receiving
blocks), we concluded that an actual collaboration happens and
denoted it as collaboration (C). On the other hand, the initiator
and the responder also showed different aspects of social interactions such as a form of conflicts (e.g. grasping blocks from
others - stopping others). We denoted these contrast behaviors
as conflict (F). Lastly, if the responder rejects the intention of
collaboration or does not pay attention to it, we regarded it as
neglected collaboration (N). To measure an inter-coder agreement level on the categories, 15% of the data was double coded
by the two coders. By considering high prevalence, we computed Gwet’s AC1 [35], resulting in .701 (p < .01).
Based on our definitions, we derived sequences of interactional behaviors. The sequences are limited to cases where the
initiating and responding behavior are observed consecutively,
which means that the responding behavior begins at least before
the initiating behavior ends. We do not know what happens between two consecutive behaviors if there is a time gap between
them and it is hard to decide how long the time gap should be in
order to call it an ‘interactional sequence’. Eventually, we excluded sequences which have a time gap between the initiating
behavior and the responding behavior. Moreover, all sequences
are mutually exclusive of each other. Table 1 presents the categories, examples, and descriptive statistics.

3. Data
3.1. Corpus collection
In order to observe distinctive interactional behaviors related
to collaboration, we designed a 3D puzzle task in such a way
to support children’s collaboration, i.e. building a given structure (e.g. a shape of an animal) together. In our corpus design, we adopted conceptualization of collaboration defined as
“a coordinated, synchronous activity that is the result of a continued attempt to construct and maintain a shared conception of
a problem” [31, 32]. We expect children to learn, share ideas,
and reach given common goals. For this study, Dutch children
(9 female and 12 male, n = 21) aged 5 - 8 (6.95 ± .95) were
recruited from a primary school. Children were first clustered
according to their age and then assigned randomly to a group
of three for each session. We believed that the size of a group
would be appropriate to trigger collaboration as regarded to be
the smallest possible social group [2]. We recorded video and
audio using 3HD cams, 1 microphone-array, and 3 microphones
in a room of the school. Each child’s voice was separately collected by using a lapel microphone. We recorded 10 sessions
totally, but 3 sessions were excluded because of privacy issues
and malfunctioning of equipment. Eventually, 7 sessions are
available, totaling approximately 3 hours long.

4. Analysis
In this section, we describe the vocal turn-taking features used
in our study. We present the analysis and results addressing
general turn-taking patterns in children’s speech, correlations
between turn-taking patterns and C, F, N, and distinctive turntaking features among C, F, N.

3.2. Annotation
Two annotators coded the children’s behaviors using the ELAN
tool [33]. In general social signal processing studies, the ground
truth of social behaviors relies on human interpretations. However, a high level of social behaviors such as collaboration might
be arduous to code since it requires coders to interpret multiple cues from a group of subjects simultaneously, and it might
be biased to a particular cue depending on subjective observations and interpretations. In our study, we did not ask coders

4.1. Turn-taking related features
Based on previous research on between-speaker-intervals and
interruptions [17, 18], we categorized turn-taking patterns into
two cases depending on whether speech overlaps occur during
speaker changes or not as Table 2 describes. The two cases
are illustrated in Figure 1. The first case (a) describes a ‘clear’
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overlap
speaker change without
overlaps (change)
speaker change with
overlaps (change-ov)
successful
(s-int)
unsuccessful
tion (u-int)

interruption
interrup-

Interactional behaviors
Behavior&of&ini+ator&

Giving&a&block&

Behavior&of&responder&

Vocal non-verbal features

self-silence

Description
Voice activity (e.g. words, phrases,
and sentences) detected by VAD
Silence between speech of each
speaker
Overlap of speech between two
speakers
Speaker change only if there is no
overlap between all speech right before or after the change
Speaker change if there is overlap between any speech right before or after
the change
Speaker starts speaking while another
is speaking and the speaker ends
her/his turn after the another does
Speaker starts speaking while another
is speaking and the speaker ends
her/his turn before another does

Receiving&a&block&

Duration of sequence
Speech&of&ini+ator&

speech&

speech&
speech&

Speech&of&responder&

silence&

Self:silence&of&ini+ator&
Self:silence&of&responder&

silence&

silence&

Overlap&of&speech&
Speaker&change&without&overlaps&

change&(r!i)&

change&(i!r)&

Time

(a) Turn-taking patterns without overlaps
Giving)a)block)

Behavior)of)ini/ator)
Behavior)of)responder)

Vocal non-verbal features

Features (short notation)
speech

Table 2: Description of vocal nonverbal features
speaker change without overlaps, for example, a change from
the responder to the initiator, i.e. ‘change (r!i)’ or a change
from the initiator to the responder, i.e. ‘change (i!r)’. Note
that the speech of the responder possibly starts prior to receiving a block, which means that we extract all features from
the beginning of the initiating behavior to the end of the responding behavior. The second case (b) describes an ‘unclear’
speaker change with overlaps. We further distinguish between
successful (when the interrupter talks longer than the interruptee), unsuccessful (when the interrupter stops talking before
the interruptee) interruptions and speaker change with overlaps:
‘change’ feature that denotes the interval between speech (or
overlap) right before and after the change.
Affect bursts [25], laughter [36], and backchannels [37] are
considerable nonverbal features, but we excluded them because
of the limited automatic extraction. Since we focus on nonverbal features of relatively long term behaviors, we do not have
such a dynamic model of low level acoustic features yet. Eventually, we excluded these too. Moreover, some previous studies
suggested the threshold to decide reasonable duration of nonverbal features [17]. However, we did not limit duration since
we do not have pre-knowledge of proper maximum duration for
children turn-taking.
We applied Voice Activity Detection (VAD) to find the individual speech parts (which is available since we recorded each
voice separately) and subsequently extracted all features automatically. All features were normalized by the use of mean and
frequency which we will discuss in each section separately.

Receiving)a)block)

Duration of sequence
Speech)of)ini/ator)

speech)

speech)
speech)

speech)

Speech)of)responder)

silence)

Self;silence)of)ini/ator)
Self;silence)of)responder)
Overlap)of)speech)

silence)
overlap)

Speaker)change)with)overlaps)

overlap)
change)
Interrupt)(i))

Successful)interrup/on)
Unsuccessful)interrup/on)

Interrupt)(r))

Time

(b) Turn-taking patterns with overlaps
Figure 1: Illustrations of nonverbal features
Features
speech
overlap
self-silence
change
change-ov
s-inter
u-inter

Frequency (count/sec)
.127 ± .035
.118 ± .050
.109 ± .038
.138 ± .031
.293 ± .084
.067 ± .027
.051 ± .024

Mean duration (sec)
1.927 ± 1.721
1.058 ± .862
3.256 ± 2.381
2.308 ± 2.809
2.719 ± 2.684
.921 ± .819
1.248 ± .902

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of nonverbal features
4.3. Correlations between behaviors and turn-takings
We investigated how (non-)collaborative behaviors correlate
with turn-taking patterns. First, we calculated the frequency
and mean duration of each C, F, and N segment (frequency: total count of the segments/total session duration, mean duration:
total segment duration / total count of the segments). Subsequently, we used the turn-taking features as described in Section
4.2 and transformed these into z-scores to calculate Spearman’s
rank correlations between these features and the occurrence and
mean duration of C, F, and N. Table 4 summarizes our findings.
Correlations for N were not significant.
In Table 4 (a), we observe that the frequency of F significantly correlates with the frequency of all features investigated.
It seems that children that show more conflict behaviors also are
more active and competitive in their vocal interaction patterns.
With respect to C, we find mostly negative correlations which
are significant for overlap and u-inter: the more collaborative
children are, the fewer competitive behaviors they show.
For correlations between durations of {C, F, N} and turntaking features, we only find two significant ones, namely
change-ov and change, see Table 4 (b). Children showing longer durations of conflict tend to show shorter speaker
changes.
In addition, we studied correlations between frequency of

4.2. Overall turn-taking patterns
In order to analyse overall patterns of turn-taking and to investigate which speaker change patterns are dominant, we collected
all features for each child regardless of the behaviors or roles.
We calculate frequency (total count of the feature/total duration in sec) and mean duration (total duration of the feature/total
count of the feature). Table 3 summarizes the averaged results.
Apparently, children show more speaker changes with overlaps
than without overlaps (Welch two sample t-test for change and
change-ov: t = 7.62, df = 25.46, p < .00001). It seems
that speaker changes with overlaps are more natural for children in collaborative contexts. As [19, 29] suggests, this type of
turn-taking behavior emerges from their still immature communication skills in small groups.
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speech
self-silence
overlap
change
change-ov
s-inter
u-inter

(a) frequency
F
N
.08
+.39⇤ +.03
.20
+.40⇤
.05
.42⇤ +.58⇤⇤
.25
+.28
+.42⇤ +.14
.19
+.59⇤⇤
.10
.33
+.57⇤⇤
.16
.43⇤ +.59⇤⇤
.21
C

(b) mean duration
C
F
N
+.06
.05
+.18
+.04
.38
.04
.30 +.11
+.08
+.13
.47⇤ +.02
+.10
.62⇤⇤ +.27
.22 +.07
+.22
.22 +.12
+.06

C
F
N
(a) Frequency of nonverbal features
i-speech
.289
.485
.263
r-speech
.304
.574
.181
i-self-silence
.313
.389
.212
r-self-silence
.383
.556
.202
overlap
.057
.107
.048
change
.150
.136
.110
change-ov
.386
.638
.181
s-inter
.053
.077
.047
u-inter
.070
.077
.039
(b) Mean duration of nonverbal features
i-speech
1.166
.945
1.778
r-speech
1.016
.792
1.447
i-self-silence
1.463
1.008
1.876
r-self-silence
1.426
1.130
2.199
overlap
.462
.623
1.045
change
.970
.651
1.209
change-ov
1.421
.963
1.730
s-inter
.442
.795
.668
u-inter
.462
.623
1.045

Table 4: Correlation between features and categories (df = 19,
⇤ and ⇤⇤: significance with p < .05 and p < .01, respectively)
{C, F, N} and durations of turn-taking features and correlations between durations of {C, F, N} and frequency of turntaking features. We do not present all results here, but from
significant results: frequency of change-ov and mean duration
of F (r = +.70, p < .001) and mean duration of u-inter and
frequency of C (r = .57, p < .01), we could reinforce our
previous findings: conflict behaviors are more associated with
‘competitive’ speaker changes than collaborative behaviors are.

C-F

F-N

C-N

*
*
*

**
****
*
****

*

**

****

*

****

**

****
****

*
***
****
****

**
****
***

****

****

****

Table 5: Analysis of features respect to the categories (i(r): initiator(responder), *, **, ***, and ****: significance with .05,
.01, .001, and .0001 of Nemenyi test, respectively)

4.4. Distinctive turn-taking features among (non-) collaborative behaviors

laboration and conflict. We collected a spontaneous audiovisual corpus with child-child interactions and automatically extracted turn-taking related features from this data. Based on
our analyses, we reached three conclusions. First, we found
that speaker changes with overlaps are more frequent than those
without overlaps in child-child interactions in collaborative contexts. Second, we found significant positive correlations between the frequency of conflict and the frequency of turn-taking
features such as overlap, speaker changes with overlaps, and
(un)successful interruptions. We also found reasonable negative
correlations between the frequency of collaboration and overlap
and unsuccessful interruption. Third, we found significant differences between the collaboration and conflict categories with
respect to the frequency of speaker changes with overlap.
In summary, in collaborative task-based child-child interactions, speaker changes with overlap are more common than
without overlap. Children also seem to show less frequent but
longer speaker changes with overlaps during collaboration than
in conflict. Our findings imply that children generally have
competitive turn-takings, but they show relatively relaxed turntakings in collaboration. These results give us insights for automatic assessment of social states in groups of children: vocal
turn-taking features seem to be promising indicators.
For future studies, we need to elaborate on more sophisticated models that are capable of capturing dynamics of lowlevel features as described in [22]. In addition, we need more
detailed turn-taking features and a more rigorous way to annotate social behaviors. Finally, many other aspects such as a
child’s personality or sociometric status should also be taken
into account in the final model. Eventually, our aim is to develop automatic classification of high-level social behaviors,
such as collaboration, conflict, or exclusion, in groups of children.

We studied how turn-taking features vary among segments of C,
F, and N. For this, we collected the features from all segments
of each category. Since the optimal size of a window for feature
extraction is unknown, we extracted features from the beginning
of the i-behavior to the end of the r-behavior (see Fig. 1). We
estimated frequency (count of a feature/duration of a segment
) and mean duration (averaged duration of the feature in a segment) for each feature in each behavior type. Table 5 presents
the averaged results. Note that we extracted individual features:
i.e. i(r)-speech and i(r)-self-silence for speech and self-silence
of the initiator (responder), respectively since we could specify features by the role of children, in contrast to the previous
analyses.
Table 5 (a) reports the averaged frequency of nonverbal features with respect to the categories and their pairwise comparison results. To assess differences of the features among the categories, we conducted Kruskal Wallis test (df = 2, p < .01),
followed by Nemenyi test for the pairwise comparisons. First,
we observe that for both C and F, frequencies of the features
are higher than those in N. Also, most of the features indicated
higher frequencies in F than in C. Children seem to speak and
take overlapping turns more frequently in the conflict: while
change-ov yielded a significant difference, change did not.
With respect to duration, we observe in Table 5 (b) that
children seem to have longer overlaps and u-inter in F than
those in C. On the other hand, changes are longer in C than
in F. These observations seem to imply that collaborative actions can be associated with a more ‘relaxed’ way of grabbing
turns by showing less frequent but longer speaker changes and
shorter overlaps, which are different from ‘no-gap-no-overlap’
of adults. Lastly, we found durations of all features are longer
in N than any others. Since verbal interactions are less frequent
but longer in N, children seem to ‘loosen’ turn-taking when they
neglect or ignore the intention of collaboration.
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5. Conclusions and Discussion
In this study, we explored characteristics of vocal turn-takings
among children with respect to different social interactions: col-
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